# NMAR / B6, APT. IMPALA 2ºE

Ski Holiday Accommodation.
Call for price

Sierra Nevada Pradollano Square, Sierra Nevada Ski Village,
18196, GRX, Andalucia
Fantastic location. WIFI. Parking available.
The Impala building is right next to the Pradollano square, with the main lifts up to the slopes just a stone´s
throw away, and all the main shops and restaurants close by, including the popular Crescendo bar which is
opposite. This compact and comfortable apartment offers a great base for your stay. There are two single
beds flush next to each other in one bedroom and a bunk bed for two people in a converted area at the front of
the apartment which used to be a balcony and now serves as a second bedroom. A double sofa-bed in the
lounge provides sleeping for an extra two people. The bathroom has been recently updated and has a walk-in
shower (no bath). The living area is reasonably spacious and airy with its open plan layout incorporating a
functional kitchenette and American bar. Measuring about 45m2 in total, the apartment is ideal for a
maximum of four people and could be deemed by some as limited in living and storage space for its
maximum occupancy of six people. This practical apartment is located on the second floor of the building,
with lift access. The apartment benefits from WIFI (though no guarantees are made as to the quality of the
WIFI as it is a system within the building itself rather than the apartment). Parking is available on request at
time of booking at an additional cost of 15€ per day. We regret that the proprietor does not accept groups of
youths under 24 years of age.
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BASE INFORMATION:
Maximum : 6
Occupancy
Bed
: 2
Bath
: 1
CONVENIENCE:
General Amenities: Towels And Sheets
Provided,Near To The Lifts,
Accessibility Amenities: On or Near the
piste,
Appliances: TV,Microwave,
Community Amenities:
Supermarket,Restaurant(s),Cafeteria,Bus
Stop,
Exterior Amenities: Parking,

